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Carefully designed and stringently tested, you can rest
assured that every saddle in the John Whitaker and
Whitaker Collections has been developed to enhance
both you and your horses performance. All saddles have
been upgraded with a slimline, close contact seat and
softer, close contact panels and the leather has been hand
selected to aid grip.
We have expanded our collections, and now offer a new range
of semi-synthetic leather saddles under our Whitaker Everyday
umbrella which offers all the exceptional quality you would expect
from Whitaker UK Saddles, but at a lower cost. Not only are these
saddles the perfect entry-level saddle, they are super easy to
maintain and can be adjusted using our Gullet Bar System.
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Lightweight Polymer Construction
Light, flexible and shock absorbing, the HeatMould Tree is crafted
from a Nylon Polymer which is injection moulded and then hand
shaped to the correct size. This injection moulded technique results in
an incredibly strong tree without any additional reinforcement which has
also allowed us to heighten the tree points, ensuring your horse has full
movement through the shoulders.

Bespoke HeatMould Adjustment
The HeatMould Tree can be adjusted up to 2cm as many times as you require without
affecting the structural integrity of your saddle. This is achieved by using a specialist infrared
lamp which penetrates the leather and padding without causing any trace of damage and
allows us to mould the tree to your exact specifications.

Unparalleled Comfort
Not only is the HeatMould Tree exceptionally lightweight, the Nylon Polymer distributes pressure evenly,
reducing pressure ‘hot spots’ - this not only places less strain on the horses spine but also ensures a comfy and
stable seat for the rider.

Interchangeable Gullet Bars
Our Gullet Tree uses shaped steel bars to strengthen and shape
the pommel of your saddle to ensure the optimum fit for your horse.
These steel gullet bars come in 6 different widths and will comfortably fit
most horses.

Change Your Saddle Width in Minutes!
Once the easy-access panel on your saddle is pulled aside, the gullet bar is clearly
visible and can be easily swapped in a matter of minutes! Simply unscrew the current
gullet bar, pop your new size in and you’re good to go! Because the Gullet Tree uses steel
bars to strengthen the tree, once the gullet bar is removed the pommel will stretch easily,
meaning even the widest bars can be fitted with ease.

No Specialist Tools Required
The only tool you need to adjust your saddle with is an Allen Key. These are supplied with all new Gullet Tree
saddles, and if you misplace yours they are sold at most good DIY stores - there’s no need
for any specialist tools!
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CLOSER
CONNECTION

LUXE
LEATHER

PURPOSE-LED
DESIGN

Reimagined for 2020, our new
John Whitaker Saddle Collection
has been upgraded and fine
tuned for a unparalled fit for
both horse and rider. The
calfskin leather seats and panels
have been made using a softer
foam for a comfortable fit, and
the slimline close-contact seat
ensures optimum connection
between horse and rider. The
felt lined under panel features
slits should you wish to use extra
wool flocking.

All of our saddles are crafted
from the finest quality leathers
which are specifically chosen
to enhance grip. We have hand
selected new, softer and richer
materials offering exceptional
grip. The quality of the leather
eliminates the need to break
in your saddle - giving you a
competition ready fit from day
one. We are so confident in our
leather quality that all saddles
carry a 2-year guarantee against
defect.*

Every type of equestrian
discipline requires different skills
and abilities - and your saddle
should be no different. This is
why all aspects of every saddle
we create have been thoroughly
thought out and tested to ensure
they excel at their intended use.
For example, our Windsor Junior
Pro Saddle is designed with
stability and safety in mind, with
large calfskin knee rolls to help
budding riders develop their skills
whilst keeping them safe.

6 John Whitaker Saddles

* All John Whitaker and Whitaker saddles have a two year guarantee against leather
defects and the saddle tree carries a lifetime warranty. Proper usage and T&C’s apply.
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deSiGned For
SHOWJUMPING

CalFSkin Seat
& KNEE ROLLS

Made FroM
FRENCH LEATHER

ForWard CUt
PANELS

iMProVed CloSe
CONTACT SEAT

JWS054

ARGENTO JUMP SADDLE
Designed and used by John Whitaker for International
competitions, the Argento Saddle is engineered for
performance and stability when jumping.
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Hand-crafted using French leather
Supple calfskin leather knee roll and seat
Forward cut flaps with large padded knee roll for stability
Improved Close contact seat
HeatMould Tree can be adjusted for a bespoke fit
Supple flaps for a close-contact feel
Stirrup hole for less bulk behind the leg
Contrast stitch and piping
Available in a black or two-tone Australian Nut

Sizes: 17, 17.5, 18”
Colours: Black or Australian Nut

BLACK

AUSTRALIAN NUT

Designed and Used by

JOHN WHITAKER

8 John Whitaker Collection
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deSiGned For
SHOWJUMPING

FUll CalFSkin
LEATHER

ForWard CUt
PANELS

CloSe ContaCt
CALFSKIN FLAPS

iMProVed CloSe
CONTACT SEAT

JWS063

STOCKHOLM JUMP SADDLE
Designed for the professional rider, our new Stockholm
Saddle is made entirely from a supple calfskin leather, large
front knee block and a close-contact seat for comfort when
jumping.
Comes with HeatMould Tree as standard, but can be ordered with a
Gullet Tree as a special request.

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Full calfskin flaps for a close-contact feel
Forward cut for stability
Improved close-contact seat for comfort when jumping
Close contact flaps
Large padded knee roll
Contrast white pipe along seat and contrast stitching
Shock absorbing Latex underpanel with slits for flocking
Fleece lined waterproof cover with girth holder

Sizes: 16.5, 17, 17.5, 18”
Colours: Black or Havana

BLACK

10 John Whitaker Collection

HAVANA
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CloSe ContaCt
MONOFLAPS

iMProVed CloSe
CONTACT SEAT

FUll leather
SADDLE

ForWard CUt
PANELS

CalFSkin Seat,
KNEE ROLL & FLAP

JWS037

ROME MONO-JUMP SADDLE
The Rome mono-flap calfskin saddle ensures a close
contact with your horse, while the large moulded knee roll,
defined back block and forward cut ensure stability during
high-octane jumping.
Comes with HeatMould Tree as standard, but can be ordered with a
Gullet Tree as a special request.

·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Calfskin mono-flap for close contact
Large knee roll and curved back block
Durable leather edging on flap to stop creasing
Forward cut
Improved close-contact seat
Stirrup hole for less bulk behind the leg
Forward facing D-Rings ensure a secure postion

Sizes: 16.5, 17, 17.5, 18”
Colours: Black or Havana

BLACK

12 John Whitaker Collection

HAVANA
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ForWard CUt
PANELS

FUll leather
SADDLE

CalFSkin Seat
& KNEE ROLLS

PerFeCt For
SHOWJUMPING

iMProVed CloSe
CONTACT SEAT

JWS036

VENICE GP JUMP SADDLE
A large padded knee block and shaped back block ensure
proper leg positioning and stability over jumps
Comes with HeatMould Tree as standard, but can be ordered with a
Gullet Tree as a special request.

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Large calfskin knee roll and back block
Forward cut flaps
Improved close contact seat
Calfskin seat
Durable leather flaps
Calfskin panels, seat and knee roll
Contrast white pipe and stitching
Shock absorbing latex underpanel
2x tree choices

Sizes: 17, 17.5, 18”
Colours: Black or Havana

BLACK

14 John Whitaker Collection

HAVANA
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SliGht ForWard
CUT PANELS

FUll leather
SADDLE

CalFSkin Seat
& KNEE ROLLS

General
PURPOSE

iMProVed CloSe
CONTACT SEAT

JWS039

MADRID GP SADDLE
The medium cut flaps with a slight forward bias and regular
depth seat make this a perfect all-rounder saddle.
Comes with HeatMould Tree as standard, but can be ordered with a
Gullet Tree as a special request.

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Medium-forward cut flaps
Improved close contact seat
Calfskin seat and knee roll
Durable leather flaps with decorative stitch design
Large padded knee roll for stability and comfort
Contrast white stitching and pipe
Personalisable cantle plate
Fleece lined waterproof cover with girth holder

Sizes: 16, 16.5, 17, 17.5, 18”
Colours: Black or Havana

BLACK

16 John Whitaker Collection

HAVANA
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ForWard CUt
PANELS

FUll leather
SADDLE

CalFSkin Seat
& KNEE ROLLS

PerFeCt For
SHOWJUMPING

iMProVed CloSe
CONTACT SEAT

JWS064

WINDSOR JUNIOR-PRO SADDLE
Large calfskin knee rolls and a forward cut ensure a secure
position - perfect for building confidence in younger riders.
Comes with HeatMould Tree as standard, but can be ordered with a
Gullet Tree as a special request.

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Forward cut
Large calfskin padded knee roll for stability
Improved close contact seat
Durable leather flaps
Contrast Red/White/Blue stirrup leather keeper
Personalisable cantle plaque
Contrast stitch and piping
Shock absorbant Latex under panel

Sizes: 15, 15.5, 16, 16.5”
Colours: Black or Havana

BLACK

18 John Whitaker Collection

HAVANA
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Quick & Easy Adjustments
All of our Whitaker Demands saddles come with a medium width
gullet bar as standard, but can be adapted by using one of six sizes.
This simple system uses an easy access panel, which is opened using
an Allen Key (provided); this no nonsense approach makes for a
quick and easy adjustment process which is ideal for horses and
ponies that are changing shape.

Genuine & Easy-Care Synthetic Leather
The seat, knee roll, skirt and flaps are crafted from a soft grained
genuine leather for superior comfort and durability whilst the under
panel and sweat flaps are made using a specially engineered
synthetic leather. This durable, waterproof material means your
saddles can be wiped down using soapy water and won’t crack or
deteriorate.

Memory Foam & Latex Construction

JWS055 Harrogate Saddle in Black

20 Whitaker Demands Saddles

The underpanel of the Whitaker Saddles incorporate a shock
absorbing latex construction, and the felt lined panels are padded
with memory foam flocking which moulds perfectly to the shape of
your horse and won’t compact and harden over time. There are slits
in these panels to allow for traditional wool flocking, if required.
W W W.WH ITAKERUK .C OM
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real leather
upper

synthetic
leather
interchangable
underside
gullet bars

slight forward
cut panels

real leather
upper

contrast stitch
and piping

JWS052

synthetic
leather
interchangable
underside
gullet bars

forward cut
panels

contrast stitch
and piping

JWS056

Bedale GP Jump Saddle

Overton Jump Saddle

Medium-forward cut with a regular depth seat, the
Bedale is versatile enough for use in most disciplines.

The forward cut and close-contact seat aids
balance and ensures comfort when partaking in
jumping disciplines.

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Medium-forward cut
Improved close contact seat
Large padded knee rolls
Perfect all-round saddle
Easy-care synthetic leather underside
Genuine leather seat, flaps, skirt and knee roll
Quick & easy adjustments - all you need is an Allen Key!
Interchangeable gullet bar system
Contrast stitch and piping
Customisable cantle plaque

Sizes: 17, 17.5, 18”
Colours: Black or Havana

22 Whitaker Demands Saddles

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Forward cut flaps
Improved close contact seat
Staggered, soft leather knee roll
Cushioned section at skirt to avoid creasing
Easy-care synthetic leather underside
Genuine leather seat, flaps, skirt and knee rolls
Quick & Easy adjustments - all you need is an Allen Key!
Interchangable gullet bar system
Contrast stitch and piping
Customisable cantle plaque

Sizes: 16, 16.5, 17, 17.5, 18”
Colours: Black or Havana
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real leather
upper

synthetic
leather
interchangable
underside
gullet bars

straight cut
panels

real leather
upper

tonal stitch
and piping

JWS053

synthetic
leather
interchangable
underside
gullet bars

straight cut
panels

tonal stitch
and piping

JWS055

Hebden VSD Saddle

Harrogate Dressage Saddle

This saddle features a straight cut flap with a slimline
padded knee roll - making it perfect for both Working
Hunter and Dressage classes.

A deep seat and straight cut flaps with large padded
knee rolls encourage proper leg positioning and
posture.

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Straight cut flaps with slimline padded knee rolls
Improved deep close contact seat
Encourages proper leg positioning
Easy-care synthetic leather underside
Quick & Easy adjustments - all you need is an Allen Key!
Interchangable gullet bar system
Tonal stitch and piping
Customisable cantle plaque supplied but not affixed

Sizes: 16.5, 17, 17.5, 18”
Colours: Black or Havana

24 Whitaker Demands Saddles

Straight cut flaps with large shaped knee rolls
Improved deep close contact seat
Designed to adhere to dressage regulations
Easy-care synthetic leather underside
Genuine leather seat, flaps, skirt and knee rolls
Quick and easy adjustments - all you need is an Allen Key!
Interchangable gullet bar system
Tonal piping and stitch

Sizes: 16.5, 17, 17.5, 18”
Colours: Black Only
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real leather
upper

synthetic
leather
interchangable
underside
gullet bars

forward cut
panels

real leather
upper

contrast stitch
and piping

JWS051

synthetic
leather
interchangable
underside
gullet bars

straight cut
panels

tonal stitch
and piping

JWS057

Barnsley Pony GP-Jump Saddle

Highgate Junior Dressage Saddle

Forward cut flaps and a large shaped knee roll
encourage proper leg positioning whilst aiding stability
and balance.

Based on our Harrogate Dressage Saddle, the
Highgate has all the same features but is designed to
accommodate younger riders.

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Please note, this Dressage Saddle uses our regular GP/Jump Gullet
Bars. This is due to the saddles smaller size in comparison to the
Harrogate.

Forward cut
Large padded knee rolls
Ideal all-round saddle
Easy-care synthetic leather underside
Genuine leather seat, flaps, skirt and knee rolls
Quick and easy adjustments - all you need is an Allen Key!
Interchangable gullet bar system
Contrast white piping and stitch
Customisable cantle plaque

Sizes: 15, 15.5, 16, 16.5”
Colours: Black or Havana

26 Whitaker Demands Saddles

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Straight cut flaps with large shaped knee rolls
Deep seat
Designed to adhere to dressage regulations
Easy-care synthetic leather underside
Genuine leather seat, flaps, skirt and knee rolls
Quick and easy adjustments - all you need is an Allen Key!
Interchangable gullet bar system
Tonal pipe and stitch

Sizes: 15, 15.5, 16”
Colours: Black Only
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All of our new everyday saddles now come with an exceptionally ‘close-contact’ fitting seat and
underpanels, allowing for a greater connection between horse and rider. The Latex panels have
been made softer for your horses comfort, and come with slits for additional wool flocking - perfect
for horses with an irregular conformation.

All saddles in the Everyday Collection are built upon our Gullet Tree, which allows for super easy
adjustments. All you have to do is unscrew the existing bar (all saddles are supplied with a medium
width bar) and replace it with the correct sizing. We even have a handy tool for getting the
perfect fit! (Check page 32 for details)*

The synthetic leather used for the Everyday Saddle range has been engineered for a secure grip
and a natural appearance, whilst being super easy to maintain - all you need is a sponge and
some soapy water! The knee rolls and seat are made from a genuine leather to aid in grip and
comfort.

*Gullet Sizing Tool sold separately.

28 Whitaker Everyday Saddles
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tonal stitch
and piping

slight forward
cut panels

interchangable
gullet bars

leather seat
and knee roll

JWS044

tonal stitch
and piping

slight forward
cut panels

interchangable
gullet bars

leather seat
and knee roll

JWS045

tonal stitch
and piping

straight cut
panels

interchangable
gullet bars

leather seat
and knee roll

JWS046

tonal stitch
and piping

interchangable
gullet bars

straight cut
panels

leather seat
and knee roll

JWS047

GP Saddle 17” +

Pony GP Saddle

Working Hunter Saddle

Pony Dressage Saddle

Designed for everyday use, this saddle features a
synthetic leather flap and underside for minimal aftercare,
whilst the genuine leather seat and knee roll aid grip.

Ideal for general purpose use, the Pony GP Saddle
features a leather seat and large knee roll for stability and
grip, whilst the easy to maintain synthetic leather flaps
and underside mean more time in the saddle!

The Working Hunter saddle has been designed to be
suitable for both working hunter and dressage
classes - it’s also great for general purpose and flat work
training.

Perfect for young dressage riders, this saddle offers
excellent grip and a large leather knee roll to help
maintain proper leg posititioning.

·
·
·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Medium-Forward cut for general purpose use
Large knee roll for stability
Improved close contact seat
Easy to maintain synthetic leather flaps and underside
Genuine leather seat for comfort
Easy to adjust using gullet bars (sold separately)
Tonal stitching and piping

Sizes: 17, 17.5, 18”
Colours: Black or Havana

30 Whitaker Everyday Saddles

Medium-Forward cut for general purpose use
Large knee roll for stability
Improved close contact seat
Easy to maintain synthetic leather flaps and underside
Genuine leather seat for comfort
Easy to adjust using gullet bars (sold separately)
Tonal stitching and piping

Sizes: 15, 15.5, 16, 16.5”
Colours: Black or Havana

Straight cut panels and flat padded knee roll
Tonal stitching and piping
Easy to maintain synthetic flaps and underside
Improved deep close contact seat
Genuine leather seat for comfort
Easy to adjust using gullet bars (sold separately)

Sizes: 15, 15.5, 16, 16.5, 17, 17.5, 18”
Colours: Black or Havana
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Please note, this Dressage Saddle uses our regular GP/Jump Gullet Bars.
This is due to the saddles smaller size in comparison to the Harrogate.

·
·
·
·
·
·

Deep seat
Elongated flaps for proper leg positioning
Easy to maintain synthetic leather flaps and underside
Genuine leather seat and knee roll for comfort and grip
Easy to adjust using gullet bars (sold separately)
Conforms to dressage regulations

Sizes: 15, 15.5, 16, 16.5”
Colours: Black Only
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Adjust and Accessorise Your Saddle
Size

GP/Jump/
Junior

Dressage
16.5” +

N

27 cm

29 cm

M

28 cm

31 cm

MW

29 cm

32 cm

W

30 cm

33 cm

XW

31 cm

34 cm

XXW

32 cm

35 cm

STLE

Calfskin
Stirrup
Leathers

JWS05G

GP/Jump/Junior Gullet Bar

These luxury calfskin stirrup
leathers are strengthened with
an anti-stretch Nylon webbed
core.

Easy to change with only an allen key, these gullet bars can
adjust the size of your Whitaker Saddle in a matter of minutes.

JWS05GD

Sizes: 125cm, 135cm, 145cm, 160cm
Colours: Black, Havana or Oak Brown

Dressage 16.5” + Gullet Bar
Suitable for the JWS040 Vienna and JWS055
Harrogate Saddles. The JWS056 Highgate Saddle
uses the GP/Jump/Junior bars due to their
narrower conformation.

IRAIR

Air Cushioned Irons

Havana

These classic irons have flexible arms with
reinforced ball joint for 180° of flexibility
and stability in the saddle. The perforated
steel foot plates offer optimum grip and are
cushioned with a shock-absorbing air bed
for you and your horses comfort.
One size only.

JWSGAUGE

This handy tool is placed on your horses
withers and will indicate which gullet
bar size you require. The Gullet Size
Tool is strong enough to be reused
again and again - making it perfect for
saddle fitters!

32 Saddle Accessories

Black

Gullet Size Tool

JWS05B

Jumping Blocks
Attach these large, leather covered
knee blocks to your saddle using
strong Velcro to adjust your grip on
your Whitaker saddle. Available in either
havana or black to match your saddle
colour. One size only.

WSC

Fleece Saddle Cover
This fleece saddle cover features an
elasticated edge for a snug, close fit and
features John Whitaker embrodiery.
Sizes: One Size
Colours: Navy or Red
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Crafted from the highest grade
leather and with fine, elegant
raised strapping, the Valencia
Collection from John Whitaker is
perfect for competition use and
comes in a striking tan colour, as
well as rich havana and glossy
black.
BR052

VALENCIA PREMIUM MEXICAN BRIDLE

ContraSt
STITCHING

34 Valencia Collection

BraSS
HARDWARE

BR053

VALENCIA PREMIUM FLASH BRIDLE

(INCLUDES 9-LOOP RUBBER REINS)

(INCLUDES 9-LOOP RUBBER REINS)

Crafted from high-quality European leather, fine gauge
browband and figure of 8 noseband with raised detailing,
contrast stitching and sheepskin pad, head-piece with cut-out
channel for less pressure on the horses sensitive poll area,
fancy stitching on browband and noseband, navy and brass
John Whitaker badge on browband, brass hardware, billet
cheeks, comes complete with 1/2” 9-loop rubber reins.

Crafted from high-quality European leather, fine gauge
noseband and browband with raised detailing and contrast
stitching, head-piece with cut-out channel for less irritation on
the horses sensitive poll area, fancy stitching on browband and
noseband, navy and brass John Whitaker badge on browband,
brass hardware, billet cheeks, comes complete with 1/2” 9-loop
rubber reins.

Sizes: Pony, Cob or Full
Colours: Black, Havana or Tan (Tan on an order-only basis)

Sizes: Pony, Cob or Full
Colours: Black, Havana or Tan (Tan on an order-only basis)
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HC052
HAVANA

HC052
BLACK

HC052

VALENCIA PREMIUM LEATHER
HEADCOLLAR
Smooth leather upper with a leather padding, solid brass
hardware, contrast white stitch with fancy stitch detailing
on noseband and cheek pieces, navy John Whitaker badge.
Sizes: Pony, Cob or Full
Colours: Black, Havana or Tan (Tan on an order-only basis)

BP052

VALENCIA 5-POINT
BREASTPLATE
Made from high-quality European leather, thick
durable elastic, 5-point connection to evenly
distribute pressure, sheepskin pads, brass
hardware, contrast stitch design, detachable
running martingale attachment included.

MA052

VALENCIA PREMIUM MARTINGALE
Made from high-quality European leather, contrast stitch
design, brass fittings, John Whitaker badge and embossing on
central strap.

Sizes: Pony, Cob or Full
Colours: Black, Havana or Tan (Tan on an order-only
basis)

36 Valencia Collection

Sizes: Pony, Cob or Full
Colours: Black, Havana or Tan (Tan on an order-only basis)
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Lined with a specially
engineered moisture wicking
and breathable leather,
the Chicago Collection is
perfect for high-intensity
training and competition use
whilst still being exceptionally
comfortable for your horse.

contrast
stitching

stainless steel
hardware

BR070

Chicago Anatomic Bridle

Chicago Flash Bridle

Designed for optimum comfort, the Chicago Anatomic
Bridle features a wide shaped headpiece and adjustable
noseband with perforated leather padding. The keepers
are lined with a special grip rubber so they stay put and
the buckles are backed with a small leather disc to avoid
discomfort on the sensitive face area.

Crafted from an absorbent and breathable leather,
the Chicago Bridle comes complete with elegant
diamante browband and 9-loop rubber reins. The wide
headpiece and noseband ensure pressure is evenly
distributed whilst the quick drying and perforated leather
ensures breathability and has excellent moisture wicking
properties.

(Inc. 9-Loop Rubber Reins)

Sizes: Pony, Cob or Full
Colours: Black or Havana

38 Chicago Collection

BR071
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(inc 9-Loop Rubber Reins)

Sizes: Pony, Cob or Full
Colours: Black or Havana

Chicago Collection 39

LW070 Havana

LW070

Chicago Leather Event Girth
Smooth leather upper and quick-drying
perforated leather lining, distributes pressure
evenly, covered roller buckles with elasticated
insert, central D-ring with fancy stitch detailing,
contrast stitch throughout.
Sizes: 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30”
Colours: Black or Havana

LW071

Chicago Leather Stud Guard
Jumping girth with large leather stud guard and lined
with a quick-drying and breathable perforated leather
padding, perforated leather decoration, contrast
stitching throughout, central covered D-ring and 2x
small D-rings on either side.
Sizes: 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54, 56”
Colours: Black or Havana

LW072 Black

LW072

Chicago Leather Dressage Girth
Stabilising leather straps with elasticated insert,
roller buckles with keepers, tonal stitching
throughout - perfect for competition use, lined
in a breathable, fast drying perforated leather,
anatomically shaped.
Sizes: 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30”
Colours: Black Only

HC070
Black
LW073 Black

LW073

HC070

Chicago Leather Straight Girth

Chicago Perforated Leather Headcollar

Perfect for everyday and training use, slightly
shaped for your horses comfort, lined with a
breathable, quick-drying leather padding,
three evenly spaced D-rings for various
attachmnets and the roller buckles make
tacking up your horse super easy.
Sizes: 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54, 56”
Colours: Black or Havana

40 Chicago Collection

HC070
Havana

Made from vegetable tanned, eco-friendly leather,
perforated leather padding for breathability, wide crown
and noseband with padding detail, decorative tonal
stitch, red Whitaker badge, stainless steel hardware.
Sizes: Pony, Cob or Full
Colours: Black or Havana
HC070 Havana
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Crafted from a high-grade
leather, the Eastwood
Collection from Whitaker
Demands is durable enough
for everyday use whilst still
being quality enough for
competition use.

contrast
stitching

stainless steel
hardware

BR051A

Eastwood Flash Bridle

Eastwood Mexican Bridle

Made from a soft, smooth leather, contrast white stitching,
concealed sliding headstrap, raised browband and
noseband, fully detachable flash strap, red Whitaker
badge on browband, stainless steel hardware, billet
cheeks, comes complete with matching 9-loop 1/2”
rubber reins.

Made from a soft, smooth leather, contrast white stitching,
concealed sliding headstrap, figure of 8 noseband with
sheepskin grackle, raised browband, red Whitaker badge
on browband, stainless steel hardware, comes complete
with matching 9-loop 1/2” rubber reins.

(inc. 9-Loop Rubber Reins)

Sizes: Pony, Cob or Full
Colours: Black or Havana

42 Eastwood Collection

BR050A
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(inc. 9-Loop Rubber Reins)

Sizes: Pony, Cob or Full
Colours: Black or Havana

Eastwood Collection 43

BP048A

Eastwood 6cm Chest Strap
Thick durable elastic, stainless steel hardware,
trigger clip attachment, buckle adjustment,
contrast stitching, leather central plate with
red Whitaker badge.

BR048A

Eastwood Crank Bridle
(inc. 9-Loop Rubber Reins)

Sizes: Pony, Cob or Full
Colours: Black or Havana

Made from a soft, smooth leather,
contrast white stitching, concealed
sliding headstrap, wide padded
noseband with crank adjustment and
detachable flash strap, raised browband,
red Whitaker badge on browband,
stainless steel hardware, comes complete
with matching 9-loop 1/2” rubber reins.
Sizes: Pony, Cob or Full
Colours: Black or Havana

MA048A

Eastwood Martingale
Made from a smooth leather,
D-Ring on central strap, contrast
stitching, Whitaker embossing and
red Whitaker badge, stainless steel
hardware.
Sizes: Pony, Cob or Full
Colours: Black or Havana

44 Eastwood Collection

BP048AV

Eastwood V-Check Breastplate
3-Point connection, thick durable elastic, trigger clip
attachment, stainless steel hardware, D-ring attachment
on central strap, contrast stitching, detachable running
martingale attachment included.
Sizes: Pony, Cob or Full
Colours: Black or Havana
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Eastwood Collection 45

BR073

Lynton Flash Bridle

(with Plain & Sparkly Browbands)
Crafted from a natural finish leather, the Lynton
Flash Bridle is ideal for jumping and general
purpose use. The padded noseband features
a flash strap and the headpiece features a
channel to relieve poll pressure. Comes with
bejewelled browband and a plain raised
browband. Please note, reins are sold separately.

The elegant Lynton
Collection from Whitaker
is made from a stunning,
natural effect leather and
comes complete with a free
diamante browband. Tonal
stitching throughout makes
this collection perfect for
competitions with stricter
rules.

tonal
stitching

Sizes: Pony, Cob or Full
Colours: Black or Havana

stainless steel
hardware

BR073BB

Lynton Curved Diamante
Browband
Now available separately, the Lynton curved
browband features a channel embedded with a
mix of large and small diamantes.
Sizes: Pony, Cob or Full
Colours: Black or Havana

46 Lynton Collection
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Lynton Collection 47

BR072

Lynton Snaffle Bridle

(with Plain & Sparkly Browbands)
Crafted from a genuine leather, the Lynton
Snaffle Bridle comes with an everyday raised
browband and a bejwelled diamante
browband - perfect for shows! The supple
leather has a natural finish, and the browband
and noseband are both raised with a tonal
stitching throughout. Reins sold separately.

RER073

Lynton 5/8” Rubber Reins
Crafted from a genuine leather, the Lynton Reins
feature tonal stitching and a natural finish - the
perfect accompaniment to our Lynton Bridles.
Sizes: Pony, Cob or Full
Colours: Black or Havana

Sizes: Pony, Cob or Full
Colours: Black or Havana

MA072

BR072BB

Lynton Running Martingale

Lynton V-Shaped Diamante
Browband

Made from genuine leather, tonal stitching,
stainless steel hardware, Whitaker embossing
and red Whitaker badge.

Now available separately, the Lynton V-Shaped
browband features an edge-to-edge diamante
design in an elegant v-shape.

Sizes: Pony, Cob or Full
Colours: Black or Havana

Sizes: Pony, Cob or Full
Colours: Black or Havana

48 Lynton Collection
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Lynton Collection 49

The rich leather used in our
Ready to Ride Collection has
been tanned and pre-treated
using a special unemulsified
oil which penetrates deep
into the leather - meaning
this leatherwork oils itself!

tonal
stitching

50 Ready to Ride Collection

stainless steel
hardware

BR054

BR055

BR056

RTR Flash Bridle

RTR Mexican Bridle

RTR Snaffle Bridle

Made from the innovative, pre-oiled
Ready to Ride leather which requires
very little aftercare, water resistant,
raised browband and noseband
with tonal stitching, detachable
flash strap, red Whitaker badge on
browband, crack resistant, billet
cheeks, cut-out channel to avoid
irritation on the sensitive poll area,
stainless steel hardware.

Made from the innovative, preoiled Ready to Ride leather which
requires very little aftercare, water
resistant, raised browband and figure
of 8 noseband with tonal stitching,
sheepskin grackle pad, red Whitaker
badge on browband, crack resistant,
billet cheeks, cut-out channel to
avoid irritation on the sensitive poll
area, stainless steel hardware.

Made from the innovative, preoiled Ready to Ride leather which
requires very little aftercare, water
resistant, wide padded noseband
and browband with fully detachable
flash strap, red Whitaker badge on
browband, crack resistant, billet
cheeks, cut-out channel to avoid
irritation on the sensitive poll area,
stainless steel hardware.

Reins sold separately.

Reins sold separately.

Reins sold separately.

Sizes: Pony, Cob, Full or X-Full
Colours: Black or Havana

Sizes: Pony, Cob, Full or X-Full
Colours: Black or Havana

Sizes: Pony, Cob, Full or X-Full
Colours: Black or Havana
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Ready to Ride Collection 51

BP054

Ready to Ride Chest Strap
This Ready to Ride chest strap features thick durable
elastic, silver hardware and a red Whitaker badge logo.
Sizes: Pony, Cob, Full or X-Full
Colours: Black or Havana

BP054V

RTR V-Check Breastplate
5-point connection, thick durable elastic, trigger clip
attachment, silver-tone hardware, D-ring attachment on
central strap, running martingale attachment included.
Sizes: Pony, Cob, Full or X-Full
Colours: Black or Havana

RER054 Havana

RER054

RER055 Havana

RER055

Ready to Ride Webbed Reins

Ready to Ride Rubber Reins

Crack-resistant leather, billet cheeks, canvas grip.

Crack-resistant leather, billet cheeks, dimpled rubber grip.

Sizes: Pony, Cob, Full or X-Full
Colours: Black or Havana

Sizes: Pony, Cob, Full or X-Full
Colours: Black or Havana

52 Ready to Ride Collection

MA054

HC054

RTR Martingale

RTR Leather Headcollar

Made from our Ready to Ride pre-oiled leather, water
resistant, tonal stitching, crack resistant, adjustable girth
fastening, Whitaker embossing, red Whitaker badge.

Pre-oiled leather headcollar, crack resistant, self-oiling,
leather padded noseband and headpiece, silver-tone
hardware, red Whitaker badge.

Sizes: Pony, Cob, Full or X-Full
Colours: Black or Havana

Sizes: Pony, Cob, Full or X-Full
Colours: Black or Havana
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Ready to Ride Collection 53

Crafted from a glossy, Italian finish
leather, the Barton Collection from
Whitaker is perfect for training and
competition use. The headpieces
are padded for your horses comfort,
and both bridles come complete with
rubber reins.

tonal
stitching

stainless steel
hardware

BR077

Barton Raised Flash Bridle
(inc. Rubber Reins)

Featuring a plain browband with raised
detailing, the Barton Bridle is durable enough for
everyday, whilst the Italian finish makes it special
enough for competition use. The noseband
features raised detailing and there is tonal stitch
throughout.
SIZES: Pony, Cob or Full
COLOURS: Black or Havana

BR078

MA077

Barton Martingale
Simple yet chic martingale with red
Whitaker badge, tonal stitching and a
glossy Italian finish.
Sizes: Pony, Cob or Full
Colours: Black or Havana

54 Barton Collection
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Barton Bling Flash Bridle
(inc. Rubber Reins)

Features a wide headpiece and noseband with a super soft rolled
leather padding, flash strap with fixed attachment. There is tonal
stitching throughout, and a stunning checkerboard diamante
browband. Crafted from an eco-friendly vegetable tanned
leather.
Sizes: Pony, Cob or Full
Colours: Black or Havana

Barton Collection 55

Unit 7, Smallbridge Business Park, Riverside
Drive, Rochdale, Lancs, OL16 2SH, UK.
Tel: +44 (0) 1706 340 500
Fax: +44 (0) 1706 340 501
Email: info@johnwhitaker.com
WWW.WHITAKERUK.COM

We reserve the right to change the design of our products at any time and all information (including but not limited to
prices) and images are subject to change without any prior notice. All information is subject to typing and printing errors.

